EIGHT TIPS TO #LIVETHETELANGUAGE VIRTUALLY!

1. Find a vlogger or YouTuber to follow, and catch up on the news. What’s trending from around the globe?

2. Listen to music from the target culture(s), sing along - or even dance! 케이팝 (K-pop), anyone?

3. Learn a recipe and make it for (or with!) your friends. Who’s ready for some paella?!

4. Join a video chat hangout. Make new friends from around the world, and watch your conversation skills skyrocket! 你好 indeed!

5. Follow people and pages on your favorite social media platform. Comment or DM in the target language. Voll gut!

6. Find your favorite movie on Netflix or another streaming service, then watch it in your target language. Don’t forget the الفشار (alfashar)!

7. Shop online for a sweet treat or salty snack. Who’s up for のり (nori)? Ready to go big? Sign up for a global treat subscription box!

8. Take a virtual tour of the Musée d’Orsay. Or tour all of Paris online!

# TRENDING

Listen to music from the target culture(s), sing along - or even dance! 케이팝 (K-pop), anyone? Learn a recipe and make it for (or with!) your friends. Who’s ready for some paella?!